FROM PAPER TO REALITY
BUILD YOUR PROJECT
AT THE HEART OF CHAMPAGNE LANDSCAPES

IMAGINE, BUILD AND INSTALL 8 VINE HUTS ON 8 PLOTS,
IN RELATION TO THE SPECIFIC NEEDS FORMULATED BY THE WINEMAKERS AND
SUPPORTED BY PROFESSIONALS (ARCHITECTS, COMPAGNONS DU DEVOIR, CRAFTSMEN ...)

After a team reflection on what could be the vine huts adapted to the site and the command, Summer School «Architecture and Champagne» will accompany you in the act of construction. You’ll discover the wine landscapes and imagine the conditions for a building of 10 m² which develop a different point of view on the panorama. You’ll have to understand the viticultural uses, interact with the actors in the field and propose contemporary solutions. You’ll thus be involved in a UNESCO listed territory, where the issue of wine tourism is developing.

Removing from the school environment and in a summery and convivial atmosphere, live, think, create and build together. These moments of construction will be punctuated by initiation to the tasting of champagne kinds. Vine huts will be made in Châlons-en-Champagne, in a unique place that will centralize all the activities around the Summer School «Architecture and Champagne», then they’ll be installed on the chosen plots.

JOIN US AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO PUT INTO PRACTICE YOUR KNOWLEDGE IN AN EXCEPTIONAL SETTING, WITH OUR GODMOTHER

SALMA SAMAR DAMLUJI
WWW.ARCHITECTUREETCHAMPAGNE.FR

FROM JULY 19 TO 30, 2018
IN CHÂLONS-EN-CHAMPAGNE
FRANCE